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Abstract: A statistical downscaling method based on Self-Organizing Maps (SOM), of which the
SOM Precipitation Statistical Downscaling Method (SOM-SD) is named, has received increasing
attention. Herein, its applicability of downscaling daily precipitation over North China is evaluated.
Six indices (total season precipitation, daily precipitation intensity, mean number of precipitation
days, percentage of rainfall from events beyond the 95th percentile value of overall precipitation,
maximum consecutive wet days, and maximum consecutive dry days) are selected, which represent
the statistics of daily precipitation with regards to both precipitation amount and frequency, as
well as extreme event. The large-scale predictors were extracted from the National Center for Envi-
ronmental Prediction/National Center for Atmospheric Research (NCEP/NCAR) daily reanalysis
data, while the prediction was the high resolution gridded daily observed precipitation. The results
show that the method can establish certain conditional transformation relationships between large-
scale atmospheric circulation and local-scale surface precipitation in a relatively simple way. This
method exhibited a high skill in reproducing the climatologic statistical properties of the observed
precipitation. The simulated daily precipitation probability distribution characteristics can be well
matched with the observations. The values of Brier scores are between 0 and 1.5 × 10−4 and the
significance scores are between 0.8 and 1 for all stations. The SOM-SD method, which is evaluated
with the six selected indicators, shows a strong simulation capability. The deviations of the simulated
daily precipitation are as follows: Total season precipitation (−7.4%), daily precipitation intensity
(−11.6%), mean number of rainy days (−3.1 days), percentage of rainfall from events beyond the
95th percentile value of overall precipitation (+3.4%), maximum consecutive wet days (−1.1 days),
and maximum consecutive dry days (+3.5 days). In addition, the frequency difference of wet-dry
nodes is defined in the evaluation. It is confirmed that there was a significant positive correlation
between frequency difference and precipitation. The findings of this paper imply that the SOM-SD
method has a good ability to simulate the probability distribution of daily precipitation, especially
the tail of the probability distribution curve. It is more capable of simulating extreme precipitation
fields. Furthermore, it can provide some guidance for future climate projections over North China.

Keywords: Precipitation Statistical Downscaling; Self-Organizing Maps; synoptic patterns; North China

1. Introduction

The Global Climate Models (GCM) are currently the most advanced tool available for
simulating the response of the global climate system under increasing trends in greenhouse
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gas concentrations. However, its low resolution does not meet the small-scale needs of
climate impact studies. The downscaling technique can compensate the deficiency of GCM
in matching spatial and temporal resolution in climate impact assessment [1,2].

There are two main types of downscaling methods: Dynamic downscaling and statisti-
cal downscaling. The dynamic downscaling methods are computationally demanding and
not easy to apply [3–6]. Compared with dynamic downscaling, statistical downscaling has
many advantages, such as fast computation, easy interpretation of statistical relationships,
and easy application [7,8]. Therefore, statistical downscaling methods have been widely
used in regional climate change impact assessment. The conventional statistical down-
scaling methods are Empirical Orthogonal Function (EOF), Singular Value Decomposition
(SVD), Multiple Linear Regression (MLR), Support Vector Machine (SVM), etc. However,
statistical downscaling also has disadvantages. Many different statistical downscaling meth-
ods for different regions have been studied by domestic and international scholars [9–12].
However, among them, there is often the problem of underestimating the variance, which
makes it less effective in the simulation of extreme climate events [10,13–15]. To address
this shortcoming, the SOM method was applied to downscaling experiments [14,15] (the
SOM-based statistical downscaling model for precipitation, referred to as the SOM-SD) and
investigated the consistency of the model’s prediction results with those of future climate
downscaling. This method has overcome the shortcomings of the traditional method of
underestimating the variance of the observed values to some extent [14–16]. In addition,
the traditional fractal methods do not consider the continuity of atmospheric processes,
while the statistical downscaling methods that have emerged in recent years use continuous
functions to reflect the relationship between atmospheric processes and ground environ-
mental elements. However, they do not reflect the fractal characteristics of the circulation.
Therefore, this makes the physical processes more difficult to interpret, while SOM can
better balance the relationship between the two and has the characteristics of nonlinearity,
validity, and robustness.

In recent years, many works on statistical downscaling of precipitation have been
carried out in China and many results have been obtained. The statistical downscaling
technique has been widely applied to the prediction of regional temperature, precipitation,
and other elements [17–19]. However, the applicability of the SOM-SD model in the Chinese
region has not been discussed.

The application of downscaling methods to the simulation results of summer precipi-
tation in North China, which is located at mid-latitudes, with scarce water resources and
uneven intra-annual distribution of precipitation, can help in obtaining refined information
on future precipitation changes in the region and improve the information for future climate
change scenario prediction. However, the applicability of the downscaling model needs to
be tested and analyzed before the future scenario prediction.

In this study, the National Center for Environmental Prediction/National Center for
Atmospheric Research (NCEP/NCAR) reanalysis [20] information and station precipitation
information are used to apply the SOM-SD model to North China. First, forecast factors of
summer precipitation are optimized by calculating Spearman’s rank correlation coefficient.
Then, the optimized forecast factors are inputted into the SOM-SD model for precipitation
downscaling. To test the effect of downscaling, the precipitation downscaling results were
evaluated in terms of precipitation amount, frequency, and extreme events.

2. Data
2.1. Study Area

North China is the political, economic, and cultural center of China. Due to the popu-
lation pressure and socio-economic development, water shortage and related ecological
degradation in North China have become one of the serious problems facing China. Climate
change and the impact of human activities are the two main causes of the water crisis,
with precipitation as the most critical factor. Since the 1970s, precipitation has decreased
significantly in North China, with consequences for local production, life, and ecology [21].
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Additionally, in the last decade, precipitation in North China during the flood season has
rebounded [22]. The complexity of precipitation changes and the importance of impacts in
North China suggest that there is an important application value to establish an effective
precipitation forecasting model [23].

North China is located at the junction of Eurasia and the Pacific Ocean at mid-latitude,
and the Tibetan Plateau, the highest altitude in the world, is located to its southwest
(Figure 1a). The summer precipitation in North China is affected by the combination of low,
middle, and high latitudes, as well as the plateau and the ocean, and the influence factors
are complex and difficult to predict. Precipitation in North China generally decreases from
south to north, and precipitation is uneven in all seasons, with the main precipitation
concentrated in summer. In general, precipitation resources are abundant in the southern
part of North China and relatively short in the northern part of North China. In this
paper, we focus on the range of longitude from 111 to 120◦ E and latitude from 36 to 42◦

N (Figure 1b). The study area covers Beijing, Tianjin, Hebei, Shanxi, Inner Mongolia, and
Shandong.
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2.2. Data
2.2.1. Station Precipitation Data

The daily precipitation of the 721 weather stations in China during 1981–2010 is
provided by the China Meteorological Administration. After comparison and screening,
45 stations were selected for the downscaling study in this paper, whose daily precipitation
observations were provided by the Meteorological Information Center of China Meteoro-
logical Administration at www.cdc.gov.cn (accessed on 10 August 2019). In this paper, a
30-year time series (1981–2010) was selected among them, and 0.1 mm/day was used as
the differentiation threshold between days with and without rain.

2.2.2. Reanalysis Data

In the downscaling modeling, in order to obtain more accurate relationships between
atmospheric circulation and ground observations, statistical downscaling models are gen-
erally built using climate element fields from reanalysis data and precipitation data from
local stations first, and then the model forecast factors are projected into the built model
for simulation and prediction. In the selection of climate element fields, we should con-
sider selecting some climate variable fields from the reanalysis data that have an obvious
physical connection with local precipitation and can be simulated by the global model.
Therefore, the developed model can be used in the downscaling work of the climate model
in the future. Nine climate variable fields are selected as alternative forecasters, namely:
10 m Surface wind field (uas, vas), 500 hPa wind field (ua500, va500), 850 hPa relative
humidity (hur850) and specific humidity (hus850), 10 m surface air temperature (tas), 850

www.cdc.gov.cn
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to 500 hPa vertical decreasing rate of temperature Lapse rate, and sea level pressure (slp).
There are obvious physical links between these forecast factors and local precipitation,
among which, the wind field at different heights can characterize the lower atmospheric
convergence and upper atmospheric dispersion, the humidity field and surface tempera-
ture field can characterize the water vapor condition and its saturation degree, the Lapse
rate of temperature vertical decrement from 850 to 500 hPa can characterize the degree
of atmospheric instability stratification, and the sea level pressure field can characterize
the large scale. In addition, the sea level pressure field can characterize the large-scale
circulation situation. These data are provided by the National Center for Environmental
Prediction/National Center for Atmospheric Research (NCEP/NCAR) [20] (archived by
the NOAA at https://psl.noaa.gov/data/gridded/data.ncep.reanalysis.html, accessed
on 10 August 2019) on a daily basis (resolution 2.5◦ × 2.5◦). Then, the fields of these
variables are considered together as comprehensive elements describing the atmospheric
state. Moreover, their correlation with precipitation at the station is calculated and judged
as a condition for selection as a forecast factor. After this selection, the forecasting factor of
precipitation at the target station can be used for SOM training.

2.2.3. Division of Time Periods

The first 20 years (1981–2000) were used for the establishment of the downscaled
precipitation model, referred to as the downscaled model rate period, and the last 10 years
(2001–2010) were used for the testing of the downscaled precipitation model, referred to as
the downscaled model testing period.

2.3. Data Pre-Processing

In order to be able to reflect the atmospheric state around the target station, the data can
be preprocessed according to the method proposed by [24] for the grid information before
downscaling: For each station, the n variable fields around the station can be described by
n 1 × 19 vectors (Figure 2a).
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As shown in Figure 2a, point 01 is the location of the station, and a square hexagon
with a side length of 1◦ is made at the center of this point. This square hexagon is extended
outward in two circles. For each hexagon, six vertices can form six triangles. In addition,
the value of each triangle vertex can be obtained by weighing the values of the four grid
points around the vertex according to the distance and by calculating the six triangle
centers of gravity, respectively. Then, the value of the center of each hexagon is obtained by
averaging the values of the six centers of gravity. The center of each hexagon represents the
interpolation result of a climate variable in the region, and there are 19 points including
the center point 01. The data of these 19 points can form a 1 × 19 vector, which represents
a new variable field describing the conditions around the station. The daily data of all
climate variable fields in a given time range are divided into seasons to form the input data
for SOM training in the corresponding season.

3. Methods

In this paper, the method presented is rather complicated. To have a clear presentation,
we have mapped out the most important steps (Figure 2b). The first step is the selection
of variables, followed by the downscaling of precipitation, and finally the evaluation of
downscaling simulation results.

3.1. Principles and Methods for the Selection of Predictive Factors

The selection of predictors is an important part of the downscaling process, and the
usability of the downscaling results depends on the appropriateness of the selection of
predictors. The selection of predictors is very complicated, for example, some predictors
are very important but may have low explanatory power for the forecast objects, and the
explanatory power of each predictor may change with time and space [13,25,26].

The Spearman rank correlation coefficient method is used in this paper. The reason
for adopting this method is that the daily precipitation time series do not satisfy the
assumption of normality of linear methods in previous studies due to their characteristics
of non-negativity, many zero values, and non-normality. In contrast, various types of
statistical forecasting models and statistical test methods, as well as the commonly used
Pearson correlation coefficient calculation require the information to conform to a normal
distribution. Common solutions are power transformation (cube root or quadratic root, etc.)
normalization, hyperbolic tangent transformation normalization, setting certain thresholds
to eliminate negative downscaling results, etc. However, these practices lack a physical
basis [27] and some precipitation series still do not obey normal distribution after this
treatment due to the high number of zero values.

In this case, the Spearman rank correlation coefficient can be considered for the
forecaster preference. This correlation coefficient has the advantages of not requiring the
data to obey a normal distribution, good robustness, and insensitivity to outliers. When
the data series do not obey a normal distribution, have poor quality or are suspected to be
affected by outliers, it is more reasonable to use the rank correlation coefficient compared
to the Pearson correlation coefficient.

3.2. The Main Implementation Steps of the SOM-SD Model

The SOM-SD model consists of three main steps: First, the SOM technique requires
training of the preferred forecasters to identify all of the possible weather patterns around
the target station. Second, the observed precipitation sequences are grouped into different
sets of precipitation values according to the category number of the clustering results, and
each set of precipitation values corresponds to a weather pattern, thus establishing the
association between the forecasters and the precipitation. Third, the forecast factors of each
day are projected into the SOM nodes obtained from the training, and the precipitation
values are randomly selected from the set of precipitation values corresponding to the
class according to the category number of the projection result. The following is a detailed
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description of the three main steps of downscaling for one station, and the rest of the
stations in the study area adopt the same process to realize their own downscaling.

3.2.1. Obtaining Various Weather Patterns That Represent the Atmospheric State around
the Station through SOM Clustering

The SOM training is performed on the preferred forecast factors of 19 grid points
around the station to obtain a set of ordered two-dimensional nodes, each of which can
represent a weather pattern. Then, the daily multivariate climate variable field is mapped
to one of the SOM nodes to identify the category of weather patterns around the target site
each day. Among them, the number of nodes is an optional value, and the number of SOM
nodes selected varies among studies in different regions in the past [14,15,28,29]. This is
somewhat subjective and care needs to be taken when determining the number of nodes: If
the number of nodes is too small, it will increase the generality of the categories and the
differentiation of different weather states will be reduced. If the number of nodes is too
large, the number of samples assigned to each node is too small to facilitate the estimation
of precipitation downscaling values at a later stage. However, after repeated tests and
comparisons, it is found that the number of nodes does not have a significant effect on the
downscaling effect. In this paper, we do not analyze in depth the degree of influence of the
change of SOM node size on the downscaling results, and only take the SOM output node
size of 4 × 4 as an example for analysis.

3.2.2. Establishing the Relationship between Station Precipitation and Weather Patterns
around the Station

After the SOM training is completed, the relationship between station precipitation
and weather patterns can be established. The time period used for model establishment
can be called the rate period of the model, and the time period used for model testing
can be called the testing period of the model. For each day of the model rate period, its
forecast factor can be compared as a sample with the nodes obtained from SOM training
(calculating the Euclidean distance between them), and the one with the shortest Euclidean
distance can be selected based on the calculation of the Euclidean distance, i.e., the winning
node. Then, the precipitation value corresponding to that day is projected to the winning
node, and that precipitation value can be assigned to a class according to the serial number
of the winning node. The above process is repeated until all of the precipitation values
are classified, in order that the precipitation values are also classified into corresponding
groups according to the SOM nodes, and each group of precipitation values corresponds to
one SOM node.

Each precipitation value is related to the corresponding weather pattern (SOM node)
in this way. Since each node represents a different atmospheric state, the precipitation
probability density curves plotted with the set of precipitation values corresponding to
each node also vary, i.e., the probabilities of precipitation values that can be produced
by different natures of weather patterns are different. In addition, this correspondence
between precipitation values and weather patterns can be well captured by projection. In
this paper, we use the Gamma distribution in each category of precipitation values to fit
the precipitation probability density function in order to obtain the fitted parameters of the
probability density function for each category. Then, we use the fitted parameters of the
obtained probability density function to generate random precipitation values in the next
step of the downscaling process.

3.2.3. Obtaining Downscaled Precipitation Series Based on Monte Carlo Simulation

By projection, the relationship between precipitation values and weather modalities is
established. Next, the validation data of the model testing period can be used to evaluate
the downscaled model simulation results. For each downscaled target station, its forecast
factors are compared with the trained SOM nodes one by one, and the corresponding
node class number of each day can be obtained, through which the forecast factors of each
day are related to the corresponding set of precipitation values. Then, the corresponding
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precipitation value for a particular day can be generated from a certain set of precipitation
values by random resampling, which is generated according to the parameters of the fitted
probability density function. Precipitation values for all of the days of that time period are
generated in this way, and a precipitation downscaling time series can be formed.

In the random generation of the precipitation downscale sequences, the random
resampling of the downscale results was repeatedly tested and compared several times in
order to be able to reflect the probability distribution characteristics of the precipitation
downscale database to the maximum extent. Each generated sequence of equal length to
the observed value sequence is considered as a sample in the precipitation database. To
test whether the downscaled results gradually stabilize with the increasing sample size,
several different metrics (Prtot, SDII, nr001, P95T, etc.) can be used. The results are plotted
here for 1, 10, 50, 100, 500, and 1000 times (Figure 3).
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In Figure 3, as the number of resampling increases, each indicator value gradually
converges with the observed value results and gradually stabilizes. As the number of
resampling reaches 1000 times, the above time series are repeated 1000 times to obtain
1000 simulated series of precipitation downscaling of equal length with the station observa-
tion series of precipitation.

3.3. Methodology for Evaluating the Simulation Capability of the SOM-SD Model
3.3.1. Evaluation Index of the Degree of Error of the Probability Density Function

To quantitatively analyze the simulation performance of the SOM-SD model for the
probability density function (PDF) of precipitation at each station, the Brier Score (BS) [30]
and the Significance Score (Sscore) [31,32] based on the probability density function can
be used to evaluate the degree of error between the simulated and observed probability
density functions.

BS =
1
n

n

∑
i=1

(Pmi − Poi)
2 (1)

Sscore =
n

∑
i=1

Minimum(Pmi, Poi) (2)
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where n denotes the probability density function divided into n equal length intervals,
and Pmi and Poi are the values of the probability density functions of the observed and
simulated variables in the i interval, respectively. BS is a measure of the non-coincidence
between the observed and simulated probability density functions, and the smaller the
non-coincidence, the closer the value of the index is to zero, which indicates the better the
simulation result. Sscore reflects the area of the mutual overlap between the simulated and
observed probability density functions of the two series. The larger the overlapping area is,
the larger the value is, and it reaches the maximum value of 1 when they completely overlap.
Therefore, the closer the value of this indicator is to 1, the better the simulation result.

3.3.2. Evaluation Index of Statistical Characteristics of Daily Precipitation Statistical
Downscaling Results

In this paper, to observe the statistical characteristics of the daily precipitation sta-
tistical downscaling results, some commonly used precipitation indices are selected (the
specific meaning of each indicator is detailed in Table 1). In addition, most of these indi-
cators are selected from the core indicators of the EU STARDEX program for analyzing
extreme climate events (http://www.cru.uea.ac.uk/cru/projects/stardex/, accessed on 10
August 2019). They mainly include the following: Total season precipitation (Prtot), daily
precipitation intensity (SDII), mean number of precipitation days (nr001), percentage of
rainfall from events beyond 95th percentile value of overall precipitation (P95T), maximum
consecutive wet days (CWD), and maximum consecutive dry days (CDD).

Table 1. Definition of precipitation index.

Acronym Definition Unit

Prtot Total season precipitation mm/season
SDII Simple daily intensity (mean daily precipitation on wet days) mm/day

nr001 Mean number of rainy days for daily precipitation ≥0.1 mm Days

P95T Percentage of rainfall from events beyond 95th percentile value of
overall precipitation Percent

CWD Maximum consecutive wet days Days
CDD Maximum consecutive dry days Days

4. Application of SOM-SD Model in North China
4.1. Selection of Prediction Factors

For each station, each alternative predictor (hur850, hus850, slp, Lapse tate, tas, uas,
vas, ua500, va500) is interpolated into 19 grid points around the station by a bilinear
interpolation method (as shown in Figure 2a). In this way, each predictor can form a
time series at each grid point separately (19 × 9 = 171 time series in total for the nine
predictor fields). Then, the Spearman correlation coefficients are obtained for each of these
predictor time series with the station precipitation time series and tested for significance.
The correlation coefficient is useful to measure the degree of correlation between two factors
in an objective way. As an example, the results are plotted in Figure 4 for the Beijing station.

In Figure 4, the horizontal axis shows the nine predictors and the vertical axis shows
the Spearman correlation coefficients of each predictor with the precipitation series R. The
horizontal line in the middle of the box represents the median of the data. The two lines
above and below the box are the upper and lower quartiles of the data, respectively. The
gap between these two lines is the height of the box. It reflects the fluctuating state of these
data. The flatter box indicates a more concentrated data distribution. The upper and lower
edges of the outstretched whiskers generally represent the maximum and minimum values
of the data. In addition, the shorter the outstretched whiskers, the more concentrated the
data. From the figure, we can see that the predictors hur850, hus850, ua500, and va500 have
a positive correlation with precipitation. The remaining forecast factors, except vas, all have
negative correlations with precipitation (slp, lapse rate, tas, and uas). The above results
indicate that in Beijing, the low-level humidity field is more closely related to summer
precipitation and can provide sufficient water vapor supply, which is one of the key factors

http://www.cru.uea.ac.uk/cru/projects/stardex/
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affecting summer precipitation. The smaller the vertical decreasing rate of temperature, the
more unstable the atmosphere is, and the more obvious the vertical motion is, which is also
more closely related to summer precipitation. The lower the air pressure around the station,
the more favorable the formation of precipitation. The trend of surface air temperature and
precipitation is also inverse, as the solar radiation absorbed by the ground decreases in
rainy weather in summer, and the surface air temperature decreases accordingly.
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Figure 4. Forecast factor preference results of the summer precipitation downscaling model for the
Beijing station. Except for the three variables (slp, uas, and vas), the other variables have a significant
correlation with precipitation.

The Spearman correlation coefficients are calculated for the remaining stations ac-
cording to the same calculation method, and Figure 5 shows the results of the correlation
coefficients. In Figure 5, the red color indicates a positive correlation and the blue color
indicates a negative correlation. From Figure 5, we can see that forecast factors, such as
hur850, hus850, ua500, and va500 are significantly positively correlated with precipitation
at most of the stations, while forecast factors, such as lapse rate and tas are significantly
negatively correlated with precipitation at most of the stations. The above results show
that for different meteorological conditions, the effect of slp, uas, and vas on precipitation
is relatively weak.
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The above results indicate that the relationship between each meteorological element
and summer precipitation varies somewhat for different meteorological stations. Prior to
downscaling, it is necessary to optimize the forecast factors for different stations, in order
to better reflect the atmospheric conditions around the stations.

4.2. Analysis of Precipitation Characteristics at Different Nodes of SOM
4.2.1. Cumulative Probability Distribution Function CDF Curves of Precipitation Values
Corresponding to SOM Nodes

Figure 6 shows the CDF curves of the cumulative probability distribution of daily
precipitation corresponding to the 16 SOM nodes. The cumulative probability distribution
curves of precipitation from node 1 to node 16 show a strong regularity: There is a clear
pattern of gradually decreasing precipitation along the diagonal line (from the upper
left to the lower right). For the nodes corresponding to the atmospheric states favorable
to precipitation formation (e.g., nodes 1, 2, 5, and 6), the corresponding precipitation
CDFs show larger precipitation values. On the contrary, for the nodes corresponding
to unfavorable precipitation generation (e.g., the 11th, 12th, 15th, and 16th nodes), the
corresponding precipitation CDFs show smaller or close to zero precipitation values. The
above results show that there are significant differences in the CDF curves in different SOM
nodes. This implies that important differences in different precipitation conditions have
been accounted for in the clustering of weather patterns using the SOM method. In the
context of weather-scale circulation, this difference in the CDF curves in different SOM
nodes has some physical implications, i.e., a correspondence between precipitation and
circulation fields has been established.
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Figure 6. Cumulative probability distribution function (CDF) of precipitation for the 16 SOM nodes
corresponding to the training results.

To observe the circulation fields corresponding to the 16 SOM nodes and analyze their
distribution patterns, the node distribution of each forecast factor can be plotted separately
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for the analysis. Considering the complexity of the causes of summer precipitation, in
addition to the small and medium rainfall, the more important summer precipitation is
heavy rainfall due to strong convective weather, while most of the heavy rainfall is not
caused by atmospheric circulation anomalies. In addition, the dominant factors inducing
summer rainstorms should be humidity and temperature, which tend to cause atmospheric
instability, and thus, favor the formation of precipitation. The distance level fields of
two representative variables, 850 hPa relative humidity (hur850) and 850 to 500 hPa ver-
tical decreasing rate of temperature (Lapse rate), are plotted below for the analysis (see
Figures 7 and 8).

Figure 7 shows the node distribution of the 850 hPa relative humidity (hur850) pitch
level field. In the figure, there is a positive pitch level center of relative humidity in the
top left corner of nodes (1), (2), (5), and (6) that precisely surround Beijing station, which
corresponds to the wet node in Figure 6. In addition, the nodes (11), (12), (15), and (16) in
the lower right corner all have a negative pitch level center of relative humidity exactly
around Beijing station. This corresponds to the dry node in Figure 6. Figure 7 is more
consistent with the distribution pattern of the nodes in Figure 6, indicating that 850 hPa
relative humidity is an important factor affecting precipitation and needs to be considered
when downscaling. In addition to the relative humidity field, the specific humidity field
(not shown) shows a similar pattern. Therefore, the specific humidity is also an important
factor affecting summer precipitation and should be selected when performing variable
preferences.
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Figure 8. Distribution of vertical decreasing rate of temperature (◦C/hm) for the 16 SOM nodes
corresponding to the training results.

In Figure 8, the node distribution of the vertical decreasing rate (Lapse rate) of temper-
ature from 850 to 500 hPa is plotted in the distance level field. The distribution also has a
more obvious distribution pattern from the upper left corner to the lower right corner. In
the upper-left corner, the negative pitch level surrounds the Beijing area, which corresponds
to the node with large values of precipitation (i.e., wet node). In the lower-right corner,
the positive pitch level surrounds the Beijing area, which corresponds to the node with
small values of precipitation (i.e., dry node). It is shown that the vertical decreasing rate
of temperature (Lapse rate) from 850 to 500 hPa is also an important factor affecting the
summer precipitation.

To observe the relationship between the circulation field and station precipitation, the
sea level pressure (slp) distance level field is plotted in Figure 9. If slp is closely related to
precipitation, the arrangement of SOM nodes should have the following pattern: Nodes
that are relatively close to each other and nodes that are opposite in nature are arranged far
away from each other. For the slp field, the node in the upper left corner (1) should be low-
pressure dominant (indicated in blue), while the node in the lower right corner (16) should
be high-pressure dominant (indicated in red), and the rest of the nodes gradually transition
from high to low. However, the results of the slp field shown in Figure 9 do not fully follow
this pattern. They indicate that among the influencing factors of summer precipitation, the
slp field is not the most closely related to precipitation. The results also show that in some
cases where high pressure prevails, precipitation may also be formed due to atmospheric
instability, and in some cases where low pressure prevails, precipitation may not be formed
due to lack of water vapor. Therefore, the causes of summer precipitation cannot only
consider the circulation field, but need to consider more meteorological elements together.

Further analysis and validation are needed to determine which of these nodes are
more likely to form precipitation. The number of rainy days, total precipitation, average
daily precipitation, and 95th percentile precipitation values of precipitation in each node
were counted separately, and the results are plotted in Figure 10.
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From Figure 10, it can be seen that the 1st node has 101.0 days of rain, 132.8 mm
of annual average total precipitation, 20.1 mm/day of daily average precipitation, and
68.1 mm of 95th percentile precipitation value. In addition, the above indicators (frequency,
total, average, and extreme) show the maximum value among all of the nodes many times,
thus it can be defined as a wet node. On the contrary, the 15th node shows less precipitation
in each of the above indicators and can be defined as a dry node. The rest of the nodes can
be considered as transition nodes.

The significant difference between the CDF curves of the dry and wet SOM nodes
indicates that the SOM clustering results of atmospheric states can, to a certain extent, dis-
tinguish different precipitation scenarios at different weather scales (different atmospheric
states bring different levels of precipitation). This result fully demonstrates the advantages
of SOM clustering: (a) When there are many forecast factors and the relationship with
precipitation is non-linear, the clustering can be successfully achieved using SOM. (b) SOM
can cluster different atmospheric states into nodes of a different nature, and different nodes
bring different magnitudes of precipitation. (c) The results of clustering are continuous as a
whole, and the evolution of different nodes can be easily observed in a visualized form.
(d) The distribution of dry and wet nodes exhibited in the clustering results is very clear.
The distribution pattern of different factors in the same mode can be observed on this basis.

4.2.2. Distribution Patterns of Different Factors in the Same Type

A detailed comparison and analysis of each predictor is required to determine the
state of each predictor in the wet node, and whether the combination of these predictors
can describe a particular atmospheric state and estimate the probability distribution of
precipitation in that atmospheric state.

To visualize the distribution characteristics of each variable field in each atmospheric
state (represented by a certain SOM node), the fields of each variable in the two diamet-
rically opposed nodes, dry and wet, are plotted separately in order to analyze the main
causes of changes in precipitation values.

In Figure 11, the distribution states of each predictor in the wet and dry nodes are
compared, where the left column figures show the spatial distribution states of the distance
level field of each predictor in the wet nodes. It can be seen that in the wet node (Figure 11,
column 1), the 850 hPa relative humidity (hur850) is at a positive distance level, which
is significantly positively correlated with precipitation, while the 850 to 500 hPa vertical
decreasing rate (Lapse rate) is at a low value, which is significantly negatively correlated
with precipitation. This indicates that both variables have a good relationship with pre-
cipitation. In this state, sufficient water vapor can be provided to Beijing station, which is
conducive to the formation of precipitation. The state of each variable in this node near
Beijing Station is the most likely state to bring precipitation, and the possibility of bringing
more precipitation is high. In the dry node (Figure 11, column 2), the 850 hPa relative
humidity (hur850) is basically close to or at a negative pitch level around Beijing, while the
vertical decreasing rate of temperature (Lapse rate) from 850 to 500 hPa is basically close to
a high value. It cannot provide a sufficient water vapor source for Beijing station, which is
not conducive to precipitation formation.

The 500 hPa wind field distance level is plotted in Figure 11g,h, where Figure 11g
shows the 500 hPa wind field distance level in the wet node, and Figure 11h shows the
500 hPa wind field distance level in the dry node. In Figure 11g, the 500 hPa wind field
pitch level rotates clockwise with the Korean Peninsula as the center, and the wet airflow
turns northward after landing westward in the eastern coastal area of China, which can
bring sufficient water vapor to the Beijing area. In Figure 11h, the 500 hPa wind field level
has a central point near Mongolia, and the wind field level rotates clockwise around this
point. The dry airflow near Beijing is mainly from the north, and this airflow cannot bring
the necessary water vapor for precipitation when it goes south through Beijing. Therefore,
there are no precipitation conditions.
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The above analysis shows that several forecast factors, such as the 850 hPa relative
humidity (hur850), 850 to 500 hPa vertical decreasing rate (Lapse rate) and 850 hPa specific
humidity (hus850) (not shown), 10 m surface air temperature (tas) (not shown), 500 hPa
wind field (ua500, va500), are the main forecast factors affecting precipitation in the dry
and wet nodes. Moreover, due to the fact that the states of each forecast factor in the dry
and wet nodes are diametrically opposed, this brings different precipitation.

4.2.3. Analysis of the Relationship between Interannual Variation of Wet and Dry Node
Frequency Difference and Interannual Variation of Average Daily Precipitation

The trend of its frequency difference (wet node frequency minus dry node frequency)
will better reflect the change of precipitation compared to the trend of wet node or dry node
frequency. If the frequency difference increases upward, it already contains the following
situations: The wet node frequency remains unchanged and the dry node frequency de-
creases; the wet node frequency increases and the dry node frequency remains unchanged;
the wet node frequency increases while the dry node frequency decreases. Moreover, if it
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increases in the same direction, the wet node frequency increases more; and if it decreases
in the same direction, the dry node frequency decreases more. In other words, the model
does not need to well simulate the frequencies of both wet and dry nodes. As long as the
difference between the frequencies of the two is well simulated, it can reflect the changing
trend of precipitation. According to this law, the future precipitation prediction can be
corroborated from a new perspective, whether the future precipitation prediction is credible
or not.

To test the reasonableness of the above hypothesis, the year-by-year dry and wet
nodal frequency differences at each node of Beijing station were counted, and the summer
average daily precipitation at the station was also counted year-by-year. The calculated
results show the following pattern: The frequency difference between the wet and dry
nodes also shows a similar trend, and the correlation coefficient between them reaches 0.54
(at the 95% confidence level).

The above results indicate that the change of the frequency difference between wet and
dry nodes at Beijing station does affect the change of precipitation. To test the universality
of this law in the remaining stations in North China, similar calculations were performed
for the rest of the stations, and the average correlation coefficient of the 45 stations was 0.41
(at the 95% confidence level), indicating the universality of this law. There is a significant
positive correlation between the interannual variation of the difference between the occur-
rence frequency of the wet and dry nodes and the interannual variation of precipitation.
The trend of precipitation can be estimated from the variation of dry and wet nodes.

4.3. Simulation Test of SOM-SD Model in North China

The previous analysis has demonstrated that weather variability can be captured using
the SOM method, which portrays the atmospheric state represented by SOM nodes. In
addition, different SOM nodes correspond to different precipitation characteristics, i.e.,
the CDF curves of precipitation are not consistent at different SOM nodes. Moreover, it
is possible that different precipitation amounts may be brought at the same node (with
similar atmospheric conditions). To capture this randomness, random repetitive sampling
can be performed from the CDF curve of each node to ensure that the downscaling results
can match the statistical characteristics of the observed value series. Furthermore, the
reasonableness of the dry and wet node definitions and the forecast factor preferences
have been tested in the previous work. Next, it is necessary to check whether the trained
SOM can be used to generate a precipitation daily time series, and whether the time series
has a high agreement with the observed value series in terms of magnitude, frequency,
and other characteristics, which can be judged by the evaluation of the precipitation
downscaling results. The assessment of the effect of precipitation downscaling requires
an examination of the statistical characteristics of the precipitation downscaling results in
terms of precipitation quantity, precipitation frequency, and extreme precipitation.

4.3.1. Analysis of Simulation Results on the Probability Density Function of
Downscaling Results

To observe whether the downscaled results can well reflect the probability density
characteristics of the observed values, the Q-Q plots of the downscaled results of summer
precipitation are plotted in Figure 12 (taking Beijing, Tianjin, Shijiazhuang, Hohhot, Taiyuan,
and Jinan stations as examples). In Figure 12, the scatter points of precipitation basically fall
on the diagonal line, indicating that the two obey a uniform distribution. The above results
show that the downscaling results of the SOM-SD model can well reflect the probability
distribution characteristics of summer precipitation in North China.

To quantitatively evaluate the ability of the downscaling model to simulate the proba-
bility density function of precipitation, two indicators, BS and Sscore, are used to evaluate
the errors between the downscaled simulation results and the observed values at each
station, and the results are plotted in Figure 13. The closer the value of the indicator BS is to
0 and the closer the value of the indicator Sscore is to 1, the better the simulation capability
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is. From Figure 13, the values of the indicators BS are in the range of 0 to 1.5 × 10−4 and the
values of the indicators Sscore are in the range of 0.8 to 1, indicating that the SOM-SD model
can well simulate the probability density function of summer precipitation in North China.
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4.3.2. Evaluation of the Validity of the SOM-SD Simulation Results for Station Precipitation

To evaluate the applicability of the model for summer precipitation in North China
more quantitatively, the total precipitation (Prtot), precipitation intensity (SDII), total num-
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ber of rainy days (nr001), extreme precipitation contribution (P95T), maximum continuous
rainy days (CWD), and maximum continuous rainless days (CDD) are used to evaluate
the precipitation, precipitation frequency, and extreme precipitation, respectively. The
simulation error (simulated value–observed value) and the error percentage ((simulated
value–observed value)/observed value × 100%) need to be calculated. The observed and
simulated values were first taken as regional averages at 45 stations, and then the simulated
errors and error percentages were calculated. The comparison of the downscaled results
with the observed values is listed in Table 2.

Table 2. Comparison of precipitation downscaling results with observed values (observations and
simulations were averaged at 45 stations, respectively, and then the errors were calculated).

Acronym Unit Observation Downscaling Simulation Error Error Percentage

Prtot mm/season 300.5 287.3 −13.2 −4.4%
SDII mm/day 9.5 8.5 −1.0 −10.5%

nr001 days 31.8 28.7 −3.1 −9.7%
P95T percent 56.9% 58.3% 1.4% 2.5%
CWD days 5.1 4.1 −1.0 −19.6%
CDD days 11.1 14.6 3.5 31.5%

As can be seen from Table 2, the average value of the total annual summer precipitation
Prtot observations for 45 stations in North China is 300.5 mm, and the downscaled simula-
tion result is 287.3 mm (underestimated by 13.2 mm), with an error percentage of −4.4%.
The observed value of precipitation intensity SDII is 9.5 mm/day, and the downscaled sim-
ulation result is 8.5 mm/day (underestimated by 1.0 mm/day), with an error percentage of
−10.5%. The number of rainy days nr001 is 31.8 days, and the downscaled simulation result
is 28.7 days (underestimated by 3.1 days), with an error percentage of −9.7%. The observed
extreme precipitation contribution rate P95T is 56.9%, and the downscaled simulation
result is 58.3% (overestimated by 1.4%), with an error percentage of 2.5%. The maximum
continuous rainfall day CWD observation is 5.1 days, and the downscaled simulation
result is 4.1 days (underestimated by 1.0 days), with an error percentage of −19.6%. The
maximum continuous rain-free day is 11.1 days, and the downscaled simulation result is
14.6 days (overestimated by 3.5 days), with an error percentage of 31.5%.

For each station, the downscaled simulation errors have obvious spatial distribution
differences. The spatial distribution of the simulation errors is plotted below for each
station (Figure 14a–f).

• a. Evaluation of Precipitation Simulations

The observed values of total precipitation (Prtot) in summer and the error percentages
of the downscaled results are plotted in Figure 14a. The downscaled simulation errors of
each station are positive and negative, with the average size of 25.3 mm and the average
error percentage of total precipitation Prtot of each station is −7.4%, which indicates that
the SOM-SD model has a strong ability to simulate total precipitation (Prtot).

The spatial distribution of the simulation error and error percentage of the precipitation
intensity SDII relative to the station precipitation observations are plotted in Figure 14b.
The simulation error is negative at most stations with a mean value of −1.1 mm/day, and
the mean SDII error percentage is −11.6%. This indicates that the downscaling model
underestimates the precipitation intensity at most stations.

• b. Evaluation of Precipitation Frequency Simulations

In addition to the precipitation amount, another important indicator is precipitation
frequency. The frequency characterization of precipitation downscaling results is measured
by the number of precipitation days above 0.1 mm (nr001). Figure 14c gives the comparison
between the downscaled simulation results and the observed values for the nr001 index.

It is calculated that the simulated error of 3.1 days in the number of rain days above
0.1 mm (nr001) in the downscaled results is underestimated compared to the observed
values (error percentage −9.8%) at all stations.
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• c. Assessment of Extreme Precipitation

The biggest challenge when downscaling precipitation using global climate models is
the reproduction of extreme precipitation events, which often have much larger economic
and social impacts than the monthly average precipitation. Therefore, finally, the ability
of downscaling models to simulate extreme precipitation events needs to be assessed.
Here, two sets of metrics are used: The first set is the extreme precipitation contribution
P95T, which represents the percentage of precipitation above the 95th percentile of all
precipitation (Figure 14d). The second group is CWD and CDD, where CWD denotes
the maximum consecutive days with rain (Figure 14e) and CDD denotes the maximum
consecutive days without rain (Figure 14f).
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Figure 14. The relative errors of the six indicators were used to assess the effect of the SOM-SD
method: (a) Relative error of Prtot (%); (b) relative error of SDII (%); (c) relative error of nr001 (%);
(d) relative error of P95T (%); (e) relative error of CWD (%); (f) relative error of CDD (%).

In Figure 14d, the contribution of precipitation above the 95th percentile (P95T) is
indicated, which has a simulation error of +3.4% and an error percentage of +6.1%, with a
relatively good agreement between the downscaled simulation results and the observed
values. It indicates that the SOM-SD model has a strong ability to simulate extreme summer
precipitation events in North China.

The CWD on the maximum continuous rainfall day (Figure 14e) is generally under-
estimated at all stations (average underestimation 1.1 days, error percentage −20.0%).
The CDD (Figure 14f) is generally overestimated (mean overestimation 3.5 days, error
percentage +31.1%).
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5. Summary and Conclusions

This paper presents a statistical precipitation downscaling model based on self-
organizing mapping, the SOM-SD model, which is applied to the simulation of summer
precipitation in North China and its applicability is evaluated and tested. The evaluation
work uses total precipitation (Prtot), precipitation intensity (SDII), total number of rainy
days (nr001), extreme precipitation contribution (P95T), maximum continuous rainy days
(CWD), and maximum continuous rainless days (CDD) to evaluate and analyze the simula-
tion results of summer precipitation at 45 stations in North China in terms of precipitation
amount, precipitation frequency, and extreme precipitation. The main conclusions drawn
are as follows:

(a) The representative local atmospheric states around the stations that are closely associ-
ated with the formation of precipitation can be described jointly by a set of climate
element fields combined together. A certain atmospheric state can be automatically
identified and successfully captured using the SOM-based circulation mode typing
method, and they are automatically classified into different categories (i.e., weather
patterns), each of which corresponds to a different precipitation probability distribu-
tion characteristic.

(b) There is a very significant positive correlation between the interannual variation of
the difference in the frequency of wet and dry nodes and the interannual variation of
precipitation. It is not necessary for the model to well simulate the frequency of each
climate mode. As long as the trend of the difference in the frequency of the wet and
dry nodes can be successfully simulated, the trend of precipitation can be estimated.
This can provide a new perspective to determine the credibility of the predicted future
climate change results.

(c) The selection of forecast factors is a critical aspect of precipitation downscaling, which
directly affects the downscaling results. When downscaling precipitation at different
stations, it is necessary to select forecast factors for each station separately. In general,
among all of the forecast factors, such as hur850, hus850, ua500, and va500 a significant
positive correlation is shown with precipitation at most of the stations. The effect of
slp, uas, and vas on precipitation was relatively weak and differed significantly among
the stations. In the wet node, the variables that contribute more to precipitation are
often at high values and are prone to precipitation formation. Conversely, in the dry
node, the variables that are more correlated with precipitation are often at low values
and are not prone to precipitation formation.

(d) To test the applicability of this precipitation downscaling model in the North China
region, the downscaling results were analyzed and evaluated in three aspects, includ-
ing precipitation amount, precipitation frequency, and extreme precipitation. All of
the tested indicators performed well.

(1) In the simulation of probability density function, the simulation results of its
probability density curve are in good agreement with the observed values. The
values of the indicators BS are between 0 and 1.5 × 10−4, and the values of
the indicators Sscore are between 0.8 and 1. The precipitation indicators, Prtot
and SDII, can obtain better simulation results in summer: The average size of
the simulation error of the precipitation downscale total precipitation (Prtot) is
−25.3 mm (the average error percentage is −7.4%). The precipitation intensity
(SDII) shows negative simulation errors at most of the stations, with an average
error size of −1.1 mm (the average error percentage is −11.6%).

(2) In general, the downscaling results are able to reproduce the frequency character-
istics of the observed values. The total number of rainy days is underestimated to
different degrees at all of the stations. The simulated error of the total number of
rainy days (nr001) is −3.1 days, and the SOM-SD model slightly underestimates
the total number of rainy days (error percentage −9.8%).

(3) In the simulation of extreme precipitation characteristics, the downscaling model
is more capable of simulating extreme summer precipitation events in North
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China, and the extreme precipitation contribution (P95T) is overestimated with
an error of 3.4% (error percentage 6.1%). The maximum continuous rain days
(CWD) at each station is underestimated by 1.1 days on average (error percentage
−20.0%), and the maximum continuous rain-free days (CDD) is overestimated
by 3.5 days on average (error percentage 31.1%).

The SOM-SD model can simulate the probabilistic statistical characteristics of daily
precipitation in North China, and the downscaling results are good in terms of precipitation
amount, precipitation frequency, and extreme precipitation.

The geographical location of North China is unique in that the summer precipitation in
this region is influenced by both the plateau and the ocean. Considering that this influence
is very complex and the specific manifestations are different for different stations. Therefore,
the last thing that needs to be achieved is to discuss the extent to which there are different
levels of simulation accuracy between inland and coastal stations and also stations with
different altitudes.

The distance of the station from the coastline was positively correlated with P95T
(0.64) and CDD (0.43), negatively correlated with Prtot (−0.36), nr001 (−0.53), and CWD
(−0.42), and weakly correlated with SDII (−0.01) (Figure 15a). This result implies an over-
estimation of precipitation simulations for stations in coastal areas and an underestimation
of precipitation simulations for stations located inland.
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Altitude was positively correlated with P95T (0.66) and CDD (0.44), negatively corre-
lated with Prtot (−0.43), nr001 (−0.58), and CWD (−0.38), and weakly correlated with SDII
(−0.04) (Figure 15b). This result implies an overestimation of precipitation simulations for
stations at lower altitudes and an underestimation of precipitation simulations for stations
at higher altitudes.

In this paper, the results imply that the different modes obtained using SOM can reflect
different characteristics of precipitation distribution. The relationship between weather
patterns and precipitation is reasonable. On this basis, the relationship between the main
weather modes and the probability distribution of precipitation conditions at each station
can be easily established, thus realizing the SOM-SD model. The simulated precipitation
has a more consistent daily precipitation probability distribution with the observed pre-
cipitation. Moreover, it has some simulation capability for extreme precipitation. The
precipitation downscaling method established in this study has good adaptability to North
China and can be used for downscaling of current precipitation and scenario prediction of
future precipitation in North China. Therefore, this method can significantly improve the
downscaling seasonal climate prediction capability of the global climate model for regional
precipitation, and can provide an effective means for regional refined seasonal climate
prediction.
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